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5 Key Numbers: US Antitrust Insights for Manufacturers 
About Right-to-Repair Enforcement  
Private plaintiffs and government enforcers are aggressively attempting to revive antitrust 
theories challenging manufacturers’ policies that impact consumers’ “right to repair.” 
Manufacturers’ policies that impact how consumers repair their products are drawing renewed scrutiny 
from private plaintiffs and antitrust enforcers. Under a so-called “right to repair” theory of harm, 
plaintiffs and enforcers have targeted companies that make products of all types — from tractors to 
grills to video game consoles — for policies and practices that allegedly influence how consumers can 
repair those goods. Decades ago, the antitrust plaintiffs’ bar regularly targeted repair restrictions 
(sometimes called “aftermarket restraints”). Now, after a nearly 30-year lull, antitrust plaintiffs and 
enforcers are again aggressively challenging these policies.  

How Enforcement Priorities Are Changing 
This renewed interest in right-to-repair theories of harm represents a dramatic shift in practice. For the 
last 30 years, following a seminal Supreme Court decision,1 US courts have “narrowed the scope of 
liability for market restraints,” per the Department of Justice (DOJ).2 Correspondingly, the Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC) has acknowledged that “unlawful repair restrictions have generally not been an 
enforcement priority.”3 Now, however, antitrust regulators and private plaintiffs are seeking to reverse 
that policy and revive enforcement against repair restrictions.  

The FTC recently explained its dramatic shift in a policy statement. According to the FTC, manufacturers’ 
use of aftermarket restraints may “substantially increase the total cost of repairs, generate harmful 
electronic waste, and unnecessarily increase wait times for repairs.”4 After receiving comments from a 
public workshop, the FTC concluded that “there is scant evidence to support manufacturers’ justifications 
for repair restrictions.”5 As a result, the FTC determined to “prioritize investigations into unlawful repair 
restrictions” and to “devote more enforcement resources to combat these practices.”6  

President Biden indicated his support for this increased enforcement in a July 9, 2021, Executive Order 
on Promoting Competition in the American Economy, which specifically encouraged cracking down on 
repair restrictions.7 The DOJ, state legislatures, and private plaintiffs have taken up the banner against 
these practices as well.  

Manufacturers with policies that impact how customers service or repair their products should stay 
abreast of these changing enforcement dynamics and consider how these changes may influence their 
business strategies going forward. Five key numbers illustrate how important such consideration is.  

https://www.lw.com/en/practices/antitrust-and-competition
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5 Key Numbers: What Manufacturers of Repairable Goods Should Know 
About Right-to-Repair Antitrust Enforcement 
 
• THREE: The number of lawsuits that the FTC has filed in the last 12 months against manufacturers 

for allegedly attempting to restrict independent product repairs. The FTC alleged that makers of grills, 
motorcycles, and outdoor generators purported to void their product warranties if customers used 
third-party parts or independent repairers. Each complaint asserted claims that conditioning warranty 
coverage on the use of manufacturer-approved repairs violated the tying prohibition of the Magnuson-
Moss Warranty Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2301, and constituted unfair or deceptive conduct in violation of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. § 45(a)(1). Three lawsuits in one year is a dramatic 
increase over the FTC’s prior record of filing only one lawsuit against aftermarket restrictions in at 
least the last 10 years.8 

• FIVE: The number of FTC Commissioners — three Democrats, two Republicans — who unanimously 
voted in July 2021 to “ramp up law enforcement against repair restrictions.”9 The declaration that the 
FTC “will scrutinize repair restrictions for violations of the antitrust laws” and also assess whether they 
“constitute unfair acts or practices”10 represented a relatively rare moment of common ground among 
the FTC Commissioners and reflects a shared enforcement priority across both political parties.  

 
• EIGHT: The number of practices that the FTC has identified in its recent policy statement as 

potentially “restricting competition for repair services” “without reasonable justification.” Those 
practices include: 

– imposing physical restrictions on repairs, such as adhesives or proprietary screws that prevent 
product disassembly;  

– limiting access to parts, manuals, diagnostic software, and tools to only manufacturers’ 
authorized repair networks;  

– designing products to make independent repairs less safe;  

– limiting the availability of telematics information, which is information that a vehicle collects about 
its operation and transmits to a central location;  

– asserting intellectual property rights in an “unlawful, overbroad manner”;  

– disparaging aftermarket or third-party parts and independent repair;  

– using “unjustified” software locks, digital rights management, and technical protection measures; 
and 

– imposing “restrictive” end user license agreements.11 

• TWENTY-ONE: The number of class action repair-restriction lawsuits that private plaintiffs have filed 
against makers of motorcycles, electric vehicles, and tractors after the FTC announced its right-to-
repair agenda in July 2021. Two new class action lawsuits were filed against an electric vehicle 
manufacturer in a single week in March 2023 alone. These private plaintiffs seem to be drawing 
motivation from the FTC’s recent enforcement blitz, as nearly all the private complaints quote directly 
from the FTC’s recent statements about aftermarket restrictions or specifically target a practice that 
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the FTC has challenged. The DOJ has lent support to these plaintiffs as well by filing a statement of 
interest in favor of plaintiffs’ lawsuits against a tractor manufacturer’s alleged practice of denying 
certain repair software and tools to farmers and independent repair shops. 

• THREE HUNDRED PERCENT: Also known as treble damages, the amount a private plaintiff can 
recover in monetary damages from a defendant found to have violated the Sherman Act, such as by 
engaging in illegal agreements in restraint of trade or illegal monopolization. Plaintiffs in most of the 
class actions discussed above have included claims of both Section 1 (illegal tying agreement) and 
Section 2 (illegal aftermarket monopolization), which may entitle them to treble damages if a claim 
under either section succeeds at trial. 

Takeaways for Manufacturers 
As the above numbers confirm, government and private antitrust plaintiffs are interested in pursuing 
claims challenging manufacturers’ policies and practices that impact who can repair their products, or 
how those repairs are performed. Manufacturers with repair and service policies should assess:  

• their practices against the current enforcement environment, including the business justifications for 
any repair restrictions;  

• how they communicate those restrictions to customers;  

• customers’ understanding of a product’s lifecycle costs; and  

• how (if at all) the repair restriction relates to the product’s warranty coverage.  

Manufacturers should also be aware of increased legislative oversight at the state level. For example, 
in December 2022, New York enacted the Digital Fair Repair Act, which imposes repair-access 
requirements on digital electronics makers. New York claims to be “the first state in the nation to 
guarantee the right-to-repair” through this legislation,12 but other states are considering similar laws.13  
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